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COMING TO YOUR STAGE SOON

As we shift from Covid response
to recovery, business leaders have
the opportunity to recalibrate their
teams and lead them to a new
level of financial and personal
benchmarks.
“Imagine what would happen if
everybody in your business lifted their
performance”

LIGHTS, CAMERA,
GET YOUR TEAM INTO
ACTION!

Stuntwoman and sales expert
Brittany Baldwin ignites the spark
in your business to accelerate sales
and explode your team’s potential.

Start the right fires and
put the wrong ones out.

This uplifting and thought
provoking presentation will leave
attendees feeling confident and
ready to achieve more consistent
results in their personal and
professional lives.

BRITTANY SETS THE
ROOM ON FIRE
Get ready for stimulating stories and a
vibrant delivery as Brittany combines
relatable, real life experiences with
powerful strategies and a structured
approach to empower attendees in
achieving their highest standards.
• Transform: Shift your mindset to
one of self-awareness, personal
growth and confidence.
• Captivate: Participate in a
compelling performance that will
rouse your senses, stir your emotions
and challenge you to take action.

Click here to watch Brittany in action

“

Brittany was instantly inspiring
and insightful. Everybody in the
audience has something to gain
from her stories and lessons.
Laura Wilson, Equities Advisor,
Morgans Financial Limited

”

“

The energy and level of
engagement of the team at our
workplace has been taken to
another level.
Amy Pierson, General Manager,
A&L Windows

”

• Journey: Establish a clear road map
that aligns your daily movements
with three proven principals of
performance.
• Consistency: A simple and easy to
understand methodology to fire up
business and sales success.
• Results: Make positive and lasting
change in your business, long after
the motivation of the event fades.

KEYNOTE • WORKSHOP • VIRTUAL
brittany@ticktocksales.com.au
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